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Rajkumari Chandra’s Swayamvar - Health is Wealth
There is a family in which a Grandma has five grandchildren’s named Dipu,Shubh,Ravi,Mintu and Vukka.All
five of them are naughty.Grandmother tells them a story about a beautiful princess on the basis of which she

teaches her naughty grandchildren’s knowledgeable education.

Five people were sitting in a house and watching TV

Grandma returned home
after three days, surprised

to see the condition of
the house, said.

Uff Ohhhoo ! This room is
stinking so badly.So far
only your body use to

stink,but now the whole
house is stinking.what are

you all doing? 

We are watching TV.
Oh Wow ! What a shot

Oh Wow !

What a shot

There is so much sweat smell
all around I am sure you all
have not taken a bath for 3

days.I had gone out for 3 days
and see the condition of the

house you all have made,there
is so much dirt spread all

around,all the garbage is also
thrown here, Uff ! your clothes

are also so dirty. 

Oh Grandma ! Does anyone bath
during vacations,you also na where

is dirtiness everything is fine.

The drain is stinking so much,surely
you all must have urinated in the
drain.You all play cricket in that lane.
Society kids are also learning this
bad habit from you all.

This is nothing to
worry about,you

go now Grandma.



Well ! I came to
tell you a story No No No ! Right now we

don't want to hear any
story.

When you all were small kids
then you would persuade me to
tell you stories and now I have
grown old,so you don't like it. 

No Grandma,
Its not like that.

Well ! Then hear it once.
There is also a funny

thing in the story.
Ok then.say...we’ll
listen..but make it

short.

So I am
saying
listen...

A king lived in a state,with her only
daughter Chandra.Princess Chandra

was beautiful and educated.She would
always keep herself and her room
clean and tidy.She believed it was

the only way to be healthy.  



What
condition
is this?

Yes Father.This is my
condition for the

marriage.

Ok.As you say.So
should I finalise the
date of Swayamvar?

Yes Father.

According to princess condition we have send the news
of Swayamvar in the state.

Listen...Listen...Listen..good news for everyone.
There is a Swayamvar ceremony for Princess

Chandra’s marriage.According to princess desire
there is a major condition.The time when the

sound of the drumbeat goes from the palace and
within half hour after the drumbeat all those who
are present in the palace,will be able to take part

in the Swayamvar. 

The day of Swayamvar

Suddenly the drumbeat goes out of the palace
for the Swayamvar and all the young boys of
the kingdom ran towards the palace. 

Princess and king were ready for the Swayamvar.
At the moment only five people were present there.
King and Princess was surprised after seeing 
everyone.



Welcome everyone to the
Swayamvar.Princess will ask a

question from all of you,the
person who gives the right

answer,Princess will marry him.

Asked question from the first person

If you had time,then,
what would you get

for me?

Princess ! You are very beautiful.If I
had time ,I would get the moon for you.
But when I heard the drumbeat sound

I was eating,thats why I could only
get flowers for you. 

What is all this in
your hands?

First person hands were dirty

Its nothing.Its just
little bit food stuck.

First person started wiping food in his clothes. 

Question to second person

Yuck...It seems that
you have come from
coal mine ! What is it
in your hand?

Princess Chandra was very unhappy after seeing
the second person



Isshhh....! Your
hands are so dirty.

Princess gets frustated and asked question from
the fifth person

What have you
bought for me?

Ornaments or moon?

Princess.... I have
bought myself

for you.

Ha Ha Ha ! What kind
of gift is this.

Fifth person was simple,but was very clean and tidy.

I am a very simple person,i was working in the field.
After hearing the sound of the drumbeat I went home
and had a bath with soap.Then I wore clean clothes
and came to you.I agree that health is wealth for a
human being.

You did’nt get
any gift for me?
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